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Data analysis
● Prisoners  are  allowed  to go  to elementary school  and highschool, to attend courses and to use libraries, use TV and radio.
● Most  of  prisoners  take  part  in  organized  courses  but  the  same  number  does   not   take  part  in  any  learning  processes.
● Learning helps only moderately prisoners to prepare for release  - they need motivation to start study within the frames of prison.

    Charts: How some prison harms changed as a result of learning in prison

Conclusions
● Some prisoners find  various ways of  learning in prison.
● They need encouragement in order to continue learning.
● The educational programs of prison are not on-demand.

     ‘I want to finish primary school.’
  ‘I want to develop my literacy.’

‘My goal is graduation.’
‘I need intrinsic development.’

  ‘I need a competitive profession.’
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Questions and Hypotheses
Q1: What are the learning conditions for prisoners to prepare for release?
Q2: How  can  prisoners  use learning opportunities offered by the prison?
Q3: What is  the prison staff's  preparedness and qualification indicators?
Q4: Which  learning-supporting methods may lead to smaller recidivism?
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Method and the participants of research
Document analysis:  we looked over the Penal Codes of the two countries and the penitentiary institutional documents & statistics.
Interviews: from  the  prison  staff   (N=10)   we  collected  data  on personality development  processes  that  might  affect  prisoners.
Questionnarries:  we  questioned  prisoners  (N=179)  and  the  prison  staff  (N=37) about the prisoners’ learning possibilities and habits.

Main issue:
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Introduction and purposes
I1: The   topic   of  this   poster   presentation  is the  comparison  of  the  prison  education  of some  European  countries.
I2: We  examine   how   the  Hungarian   and   Slovakian   prison  systems  increase the  efficiency  of dealing with  prisoners.
I3: This  is  a   part  of   a  two-year   work  that   aims  to   be   acquainted  with  the   prison-education   of   the   V4   Countries. 
P1: We  are   expecting   a   result   which  enables   expanding   the   possibilities   of   supporting  the   education   in   the  prisons.

Recommendations
● Expand  the learning possibilities in prison.
● Allow prisoners using IT  tools for learning.
● Let civil  experts come and  help  prisoners.
● Raise     prisoners’    learning     motivation.
● Support  andragogical tools  in the prisons.
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H1: With andragogical developments, prisoners will 
       more actively participate in their own reintegration.
H2: The  wider  the  possibilities  of  prison  education,  the 
       more prisoners may  be involved into educational process.


